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I don’t need a software tester!



I don’t need a
traditional software tester!



I need:

Fast learning

Critical thinking

Agility

Proactivity

Challenging

Problem solving

Communication



Context is king!



Hello, I’m… Hello?



What are we building?

What is the product?

What are the features?

Where’s the documentation?

…

… you’re asking too much! 

Here’s what we have:



Hey Customer,

What is the product?

What are the features?

Where’s the documentation?

What can you tell me about 
business domain?

…

What the customer (currently) wants:



What team has but doesn’t need



And what team needs is

Domain knowledge

Business rules over UI

…and…

What over how



Great, teach me how to help you!



Map business rules



The team

United toward the same goal

Happy

Energized

Singing? 



How to test?



Use development environment

Test asap

…

Fix failing builds

Implement features

Implement unit tests

… and even more…



How to present the progress?

No ‘standard’ test cases and standard 
reports…

…and customer asks for some…

A solution: Mind maps!



Developers club

Something ‘too technical’ for a tester…

…yet often ends up discussing features 
and business domain 

A solution: Invite yourself!



Pairing experiments

Develop new features

Debugging

Benefits:

Faster feedback

Faster learning

More accomplished in a 1st try



Build tools…

… that matter/you really need!



A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6



A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

Automate what costs you time!



A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

Benefits



Create new business opportunities…

…for the customer!

Don’t let the current state limit you!



Share the knowledge

… with new team members

Pair testing!

Enable team to work without you!



Independent tester

Thinks outside the box

Creates new opportunities

Link between customer and 
development team…

…provides timely information and 
insight!



Game changer

Gives customer what they need not 
what they ask for

Not afraid to take a different path

Influences the way team works

Builds tools that mater

Automates efficiently

Transfers knowledge to others



Thank you for your time!
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